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In a sensor network, packet transmission is easy, but achieving an effective routing path is difficult. The packet information is
modified by the intruder node. Initial node capacity is not monitored, so it does not filter out the individual status of each and
every node in the routing path. It causes a network that utilizes more energy and minimum packet delivery ratio. This work
has implemented the enhanced centrum path allotment-based shielded communication (ECSC) scheme to achieve the shielded
packet broadcasting from the sender node to the destination node in the network environment. The quality of packet
transmission is improved by using the spatial uniqueness node selection algorithm. It is designed to select the routing node
based on its uniqueness; priority-based communication is carried out by the uniqueness process. It improves the packet
delivery ratio and network lifetime. It also minimizes packet drop rate and end-to-end delay.

1. Introduction

Sensors nodes should be newly applied in a network envi-
ronment. This network is an identity configuring group of
constant sensor nodes linked by two-way radio associates;
anywhere, the nodes contain incomplete capability, storage
space, and battery level. The location of sensor nodes should
not be a constant, construction operation of a wireless sensor

network and a problem of concern [1]. There are amount of
processes that converse wireless sensor network arrange-
ment. According to the behavior, ensuring that wireless
sensor networks are resistant to damage necessitates net-
work techniques that obtain support nodes or alternative
routes to base station nodes. It should require a better
constructed sensor network arrangement in order to ensure
a quantity of evaluate of strength in the network for those
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communication techniques to continue to provide depend-
able transmission while packet drop is made [2].

Dependable communication schemes and techniques for
monitoring packet dropping are presented, with the excep-
tion which is successful that forward on network techniques
which ensure the convenience of another route to the base
station node. Centrality is an important method in normal
network monitoring [3]. This is applied to describe the sig-
nificance of a node behavior in a network such as wireless
sensor network environment. Fundamentally, it is consid-
ered by estimating the amount of minimum route distance
which passes through a convinced node in network [4].

Previously different centrality indices are applied in net-
work, containing nearest for central node, amount central
node, worry central node, and connection-based central
node. Those information are previously obtainable [5], dis-
tance between each node is measured [6], then route central
nodes are mentioned, and its difference of minimum dis-
tance route among each node is analyzed. The distance
between intermediate nodes is unbendable by the number
of nodes neighbouring the sender node. The nearest relay
node is an opposite amount of distance from sender node
to each remaining nodes in network. Distance between
immediate neighbour nodes provides an achievable central-
ity that determines a node’s significance for its coverage
limits in a network [7].

This routing path selection based on intermediate node
in network environment for right to use indicates network
operation and determines connection difficulty. Further-
more, intermediate relay node is used for communication
and traffic controlling in the wireless sensor network envi-
ronment [8]. The efficient path discovering is a vital charac-
teristic of sensor network creation. Path optimization is used
for finding optimum paths from the sender node to the
destination node which considers available resources. The
link established between sensor nodes from the standpoint
of sender calculus obtains a recent technique for the survey
of effective operation in a sensor network environment. It
is used to reduce route issues in communication among sen-
sor nodes in network environment [9].

A significant challenge issue for exposure is used to build
sensor obstacles whose distance is covered by the sensor
nodes in a barrier that can produce a permanent barrier that
allows wireless sensor networks to detect attempts at entry
amid the barrier or incisive guarded area. In the remaining
sectors, blockade coverage is used in conjunction with
reporting to increase the likelihood where attacks will be
detected together with diffusion during the difficulty of the
sensor, which also lowers the need for human hold. Freshly,
barrier coverage has concerned additional uses [10, 11]. To
identify packet information misuse by intruder nodes, the
packet drops in the network environment and will have
potential damage on each route from the sender to the target
node. The method’s main goal is to recognise attackers as
they cross a shielded area or an irritated boundary [12].

The remaining part of the paper is designed as follows.
Part II provides a related works. In Part III, we present the
details of proposed enhanced centrum path allotment–based
shielded communication (ECSC) technique that achieves the

centrum path; this path contains only spatial uniqueness
nodes to improve network lifetime. Part IV provides
simulation performance result analysis obtained under
various metrics. Lastly, Part V concludes the paper with
future direction.

2. Related Works

Brar and Gurbinder Singh et al. [13] offered a new way by
merging the undefined route key worry with processing
techniques for the common genuine group-based solution
concern. For that time instance, it obtains capable set key
conformity and organization by hierarchical depending
addition of node matrix composition key exchange tech-
nique. Hypothetical analysis reveals that the latest approach
has improved performance and achieves security and secrecy
for sensor to launch several forms of key which distinguish
from the current way.

Archana et al. [14] presented a transport method
known as DTSN, in terms of throughput, connectivity,
and storage rate, the best presentation is firm. Experimental
output monitors show that when there was packet loss in
the sensor network, relay node storing was able to do a
great deal. However, the number of information transfer
initiates that are made must fit into the description. When
link argument is reached at a maximum transmission range
and storage size of numbers, then for the buffer traffic rate,
it is obtained at a minimum transmission range but with
more storage space; correspondingly, these are the most
suitable storing features. The connection which is recog-
nized can hand out as a base for just beginning intrusion
rate organization.

The established link can serve as the foundation for an
early intrusion rate organisation in a sensor network using
packet storage.

Rault. T et al., [15] provided a fast, adaptable, and
energy-efficient multipath multirouting technique for data
structuring. The basketball net technique, which maintains
numerous links between sender and intermediate nodes in
routing tables at all nodes, is suggested in the survey. Each
node is also given a different accepted route before the inter-
mediate nodes in order to eliminate broadcast intrusion.
When packet transmission is divided into tasks, the distrib-
uted iterative preparation portion and time slot-based packet
broadcasting are indicated. The entire wireless sensor net-
work sequentially determines if a node must share a data
packet to the destination; additionally, a child node must
accept the data at the appointed time. The results of the
experiment shows that the method can achieve low energy
consumption and low traffic volume.

In [16], the authors presented the new tree-based
method that is being used which is called DEACP, or dis-
persed energy wee-organized adaptive grouping method
with data gathering, and it is intended for use in wireless
sensor network environments. It is essential to increase
dependability and extend the network’s lifespan since sensor
network nodes have insufficient energy. This strategy is used
to reduce network energy consumption overall, stabilize
energy consumption between sensor nodes, and lengthen
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the lifespan of the network. The grouping must be dispersed,
the grouping is effective in packet transmission challenges,
and time slot allocation requires the group heads to be
evenly distributed throughout the network.

In [17], they proposed a dispersed preparation algorithm
for time slot-based packet transmission. A condition-based
algorithm is applied for preparation, and its presentation is
estimated. In order to personalize the preparation process
for an incursion from a wireless network that uses a compa-
rable spectral area environment, charitable consideration is
placed in that network. Investigating wavelet packets
depends on the path superiority inference. The experimental
output of the present method indicates that the better sched-
uling efficiency is compared with the existing method.

The authors in [18] developed a technique to mitigate
node damages caused by energy loss in a sensor network
environment by selecting a subsequent neighbor node in
light of a failed node. The current way of route repair is
overload against it, resulting in the most effective use of
energy for communication and extending the life of the net-
work. Additionally, it results in the efficient exploitation of
the important data packets at the entity nodes.

The authors in [19] presented TSSRM (trust sensing-
based secure routing technique); it has the least amount of
overhead and the ability to thwart numerous common intru-
sions that are present in this network simultaneously. At the
same time, the protected path choosing method is effective
by incorporating secure quantity and quality of service
parameters into the description. The experimental output
indicates that the TSSRM must enhance the protection and
efficiency of the wireless sensor network.

In [20], the authors offered a different path to the con-
clusion that nodes are created in a more effective network.
A network strategy that uses the operative calculus method
to determine the efficient paths for all nodes to the target
node is necessary for evaluating a recent metric. The current
approach obtains two restrictions for all nodes into the
description in order to characterize the network’s path
status, including energy and a BER-bit error rate. The simu-
lation result indicates an enhanced presentation like the
transmission rate and network lifespan.

3. Overview of Proposed Scheme

Sensor network contains a huge amount of sensor node that
monitors the real-time network environment. Routing nodes
have different characteristics; they are difficult to perform a
similar kind of packet transmission from the source node
to the destination node. The intermediate node selection is
also vital, because poor characteristic nodes make the imper-
fect packet transmission. Destination node organizes data
packets normally without distortion; it reduces the packet
drop made in the intermediate node. So it does not perform
shielded packet transmission.

Figure 1 shows the proposed enhanced centrum path
allotment–based shielded communication technique that
obtains better routing; it only allows to broadcast shielded
data packets. Normal sensor establishes a communication
with unshielded packet that is avoided by using this scheme.

Spatial uniqueness node selection algorithm is constructed;
it selects the node which has high spatial uniqueness capac-
ity. It uses a spatial unique node for communication in
particular routing path, and then it improves packet delivery
ratio and minimizes packet drop rate.

The present enhanced centrum path allotment–based
shielded communication (ECSC) method allows shielded
packet transmission along the centrum routing path. Every
time the communication dependability is checked, if the reli-
ability rate is low, information is lost or blocked; otherwise,
if the reliability rate is high, there is no packet loss. The spa-
tial uniqueness node selection algorithm separates the sensor
node which has a spatial unique behavior which analyzes
various nodes and chooses the spatial node as a relay node.
This scheme reduces packet drop rate and time delay.

3.1. Sensor Node Establishes Communication Use Unshielded
Packets. A source node should contain lot of intermediate
nodes. Whether two or more intermediate nodes are irritat-
ing to broadcast information to the unwanted node that are
available in out of route, then packet drop is made [21]. Due
to the fact that each intermediate node does not have a com-
parable amount of information to broadcast, it is uncertain

Huge amount of sensor 
sense information

Selection of intermediate nodes

Establish communication use 
unshielded packets

Enhanced centrum path allotment 
based shielded communication

Spatial uniqueness node selection 
algorithm

Spatial unique node used to 
construct routing path

Reduce packet loss

Figure 1: Block diagram of enhanced centrum path allotment–
based shielded communication technique.
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for a sender node to guarantee a permanent time slot alloca-
tion to all of its intermediate nodes. As a result, a time slot is
allocated for all intermediate nodes that are present in the
routing path to broadcast packets to the required destination
node [22]. Time slot allocation for these methods, which
accept all nodes to incorporate adaptive packet forwarding,
is dependent on path overload. Take into account that
communication is C, unshielded data packets are US,
and time slot T.

C =US Dp

� �
∗ T: ð1Þ

The time slot allocation process rejects the packet loss
made by intermediate relay nodes broadcast data packet to
the similar destination node frequently. While a node broad-
casts a data packet to the destination node, packet loss occurs
continually; however, overloading occurs when all of the
intermediary nodes can accept the packet [23]. For extra,
the attacker node issues should make the packet loss in an
intermediate node. Although a node should broadcast the
data packet to the intermediate node, when it gets many data
packets at once, the node produces overload. Regardless of
whether the destination node attempts to broadcast a packet
at a specific moment, the packet loss takes place in an inter-
mediate node. So once more, in a wireless context, broadcast-
ing the same information to the destination node S⟷ R is a
source node to the relay node:

US Dpð Þ = S⟷ R + SU: ð2Þ

Consequently, the multipath scheme is used to perform a
process to hand out the remaining intermediate nodes in a
sequence manner to reject attack and packet overload. Each
node should contain its individual route path selection. These
paths should not have similar intermediate nodes with the
route path sender node for intermediate nodes. Each inter-
mediate node has the ability to identify the sender node’s
path. The target node should have a link to the intermediate
node’s routing path even though the intermediate node must
broadcast data packets to its destination node. A procedure
to broadcast a data packet to the destination node should
be started by the intermediate node, and the destination node
should also receive those information packets [23]. Packet
broadcasting from the sender to the destination node occurs
as part of the multipath procedure. Throughout packet
broadcasting, all nodes should be in control of the path to
their destination node and should refuse interference from
other nodes. Control is then granted to the source node’s
routing path following the data broadcast by that node.

S⟷ R = S⟶
R
S
⟵ R: ð3Þ

The grouping of multipath separation and time period
assigned is used to obtain an intrusion liberated packet
sharing. Since the path is open for packet broadcasting, the
multipath separation rejects incursion from all remaining
nodes, and the time slot allocation prevents multiple inter-

mediate nodes from simultaneously broadcasting data
packets to the same target node. Consequently, the time slot
period can be smart to the time of broadcasting single data
packet with the time of holding for reply message.

3.2. Enhanced Centrum Path Allotment–Based Shielded
Communication. Firstly, the destination node broadcasts a
request packet to the intermediate nodes within its coverage
area. The delivery of the target node’s request packet and a
reply packet are sent to each accepting node, which also
becomes the target node’s intermediate node. Consider target
node range as the bare minimum, and this collection of inter-
mediate nodes as recognised above range yet another [24].
All nodes at range one broadcast request message to the near-
est neighbor node. For condition, a node that does not estab-
lish its destination node should accept request packets from
more than one node. Currently, every node finds the neigh-
bour node wherever it is; it contains the request packet and
confirms that it came from the sender node.

S⟶ R = Sreq⟶ Rreq: ð4Þ

Once the request packet is accepted by each of the net-
work’s remaining nodes, alternate sender nodes should be
used. These exchanges take place often in the sensor network
to gather all the ranges and turn over the creation of the
entire path. Consider that all nodes contain the detail about
the sender, receiver, and also neighboring node with network
overload. The sake of brevity in this process must launch the
initial route allocation scheme. In order to collect all the
ranges and turn over the creation of the full path, these
exchanges occur frequently in the sensor network. A node
establishes a process hold that is carried out by each node
in the network environment. A crucial assumption is that
the network’s traffic is distributed equitably through sensor
nodes according to outside uncertainty.

S⟵ R = Sreq⟵ Rreq,

S⟷ R = Sreq⟶ Rreq
Sreq

⟵ Rreq:
ð5Þ

All nodes frequently analyze its power usage and accessi-
bility. Execute the process by all nodes to obtain efficient
communication. The energy level of a node attains the energy
threshold value; it notifies to its neighbor nodes to appear for
the latest next sender to arrive at the target node. The sender
node initiates this communication at each of the nodes that
should be external, instructs from its packet drop, and then
watches for a recent sender node. The routing table contains
the data of all neighbours searching for a recent sender node.
In order to broadcast their traffic data and count the number
of nodes, all nodes keeping track of their neighbours send the
appropriate request packet to their complete next neighbour
node. To identify alternate routing routes in case, any nodes
are damaged.

US Dpð Þ = Sreq⟶
Rreq
Sreq

⟵ Rreq + SU : ð6Þ
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By broadcasting the request data packets, accepting the
request packet shall respond to the similar. Currently, the
neighbor node monitoring for a next sender node chooses
the most qualified optional sender node from its route, and
it builds new sender node. Packet overload of the recent
sender node must be lesser among the nodes in the network.
The quantity of nodes to make the target node from the
recent sender should be negligible:

T = Allotment −Delay: ð7Þ

Activate the neighbor node to choose the efficient
optional sender node as its recent neighbor. Due to the
importance of traffic and node amount in selecting the next
neighbour node, act upon the resource range given to all of
the aforementioned conditions. The simulation shows how
the node’s resources should be tied to its traffic and quantity,
respectively. It is an efficient path which balances the traffic:

C = Sreq⟶
Rreq
Sreq

⟵ Rreq + SU ∗ Allotment −Delay:

ð8Þ

In Algorithm 1, the enhanced centrum path allotment–
based shielded communication allows shielded packet trans-
mission along the centrum routing path. Every time the
communication dependability is checked, if the reliability
rate is low, and information is lost or blocked; otherwise, if
the reliability rate is high, there is no packet loss.

3.3. Spatial Uniqueness Node Selection Algorithm. The node
selecting method is applied to discover the effective nodes
which consume a minimum energy in wireless sensor
network. This method runs at the destination node and pre-
dicts that the operation will take less time overall depending
on the range of packet loss. These details are sent to each
sensor node together with an estimate of the typical distance
between the sender node and the destination node. Each
node’s required mathematical resources are distributed as
input packets. Choosing of position of each node should
perform intrusion free packet transmission in a wireless sen-
sor network. SU stands for spatial uniqueness and efficient
path allocation.

SU = EP,

C = Sreq⟶
Rreq
Sreq

⟵ Rreq + EP ∗ Allotment −Delay:

ð9Þ

Separating the sensor network allows for the discovery
of the communication useful spatial uniqueness node. The
position of the agent node is monitored, and it indicates
the coverage range of all neighbor nodes. It chooses the
node with the unique character, enabling continuous com-
munication between sensor nodes. It gathers data from the
surroundings and transmits it, selecting the node for spatial
uniqueness along the way. Consequently, it offers the best
route between the sender and the destination node.

Sensor nodes do not provide the perfect packet trans-
mission; Algorithm 2 introduces the spatial uniqueness
node selection to separate nodes based on the perfor-
mance. It improves packet delivery ratio and reduces
packet loss rate. It controls the traffic rate for every
packet broadcasting through the route from the source
to the destination node.

The preceding and subsequent neighbour node perfor-
mance information is contained in the packet ID. Neighbor
node position and coverage limits are measured.

In Table 1, the proposed ECSC packet format is shown.
Here, the source and destination node ID field take 4 bytes.
The third one is the presence of enormous volumes of sensor
detecting data, which takes up 4 bytes. Information is sensed
by the sensor node’s maximum count, and it is sent to the
neighbouring node. The fourth field occupies 2 bytes. Estab-
lished communication uses unshielded packets; it broadcasts
the normal unshielded data packets frequently. The interme-
diate nodes with the highest capacity are chosen using
enhanced centrum path allotment-based shielded communi-
cation in sixth uses 4 bytes. One final field is to minimize
packet drop rate; a spatial uniqueness node selection algo-
rithm is used to separate the nodes that support the features
of spatial uniqueness that consumes 6 bytes.

Step1: Establish path from source to destination node
Step 2: for each find neighbor nodes
Step3: sense the information from real time environment
Step 4: iffnode! = broadcast packetg
Step 5: Unshielded packet transmission
Step 6: else iffnode == broadcast packetg
Step 7: Shielded packet transmission.
Step 8: End if
Step 9: iffPacket == shieldedg
Step 10: Packet information not intruded
Step 11: else iffPacket! = shieldedg
Step 12: Packet information is intruded.
Step 13: End if
Step 14: End for

Algorithm 1: Enhanced centrum path allotment–based shielded
communication.

Step 1: Monitor node behavior of entire network
Step 2: Select routing path
Step 3: if fnode == Spatial uniquenessg
Step 4: select those node to perform communication.
Step 5: else if fnode! = Spatial uniquenessg
Step 6: those nodes are removed.
Step 7: go to alternative nodes for routing.
Step 8: end if
Step 9: Reduce Packet drop rate
Step 10: Improve packet delivery ratio
Step 11: End for.

Algorithm 2: Spatial uniqueness node selection.
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4. Performance Evaluation

4.1. Simulation Model and Parameters. The proposed ECSC
is simulated with the network simulator tool (NS 2.34). In
our simulation, 100 mobile nodes move in an 860-meter ×
660-meter square region for 30 milliseconds simulation
time. Each mobile node goes in a random manner among
the network in different speeds. All nodes have the same
transmission range of 250 meters. To reduce network traffic,
CBR (constant bit rate) maintains a constant speed for
packet transmission. Shielded packet transfer from the
source node to the destination node is achieved using the
AODV (ad hoc on-demand distance vector) routing proto-
col. Table 2 illustrates the estimation of the simulation setup.

4.1.1. Simulation Result. Figure 2 shows that the proposed
ECSC technique obtains the better shielded packet transmis-
sion in routing path and is compared with the existing RTS
[19] and NPC [20]. ECSC method provides an enhanced
communication in sensor routing path. Spatial uniqueness
node selection algorithm is introduced to discover the spatial
uniqueness node; it only allows the shielded data packets
from source node to destination node. Finally, it improves
packet delivery ratio and reduces packet drop rate.

4.2. Performance Analysis. Utilizing the X graph in ns2.34
in simulation, the following performance metrics were
examined.

4.2.1. End-to-End Delay. The end-to-end delay is depicted
in Figure 3 as being determined by the time required for
packet transmission from the source node to the destina-
tion; information about each node is kept in the routing
table. Compared to the current methods RTS, CREPG,
and NPC, the end-to-end delay is reduced in the proposed
ECSC approach.

End to EndDelay = EndTime – Start Time: ð10Þ

4.2.2. Network overhead. Figure 4 demonstrates how the
network overhead is reduced when a packet is sent from
the sender to the receiver node. The algorithm for spatial
uniqueness node selection chooses the distinctive nodes
for network routing from the sender to the target node.
Compared to the current methods RTC, CREPG, and
NPC, the suggested ECSC approach has the least amount
of network overhead.

Network overhead = Number of Packet Losses
Received

� �
∗ 100:

ð11Þ

Table 1: Proposed ECSC packet format.

Source
ID

Destination
ID

Huge amount of sensor
sense information

Establish communication
use unshielded packets

Enhanced centrum path allotment
based shielded communication

Spatial uniqueness node
selection algorithm

4 4 3 2 4 6

Table 2: Simulation setup.

No. of nodes 100

Area size 860 × 660

Mac 802.11 g

Radio range 250m

Simulation time 30ms

Traffic source CBR

Packet size 512 bytes

Mobility model Random way point

Protocol AODV

Figure 2: Proposed ECSC result.

Figure 3: Graph for nodes vs. end-to-end delay.
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4.2.3. Packet Delivery Ratio. Figure 5 demonstrates how
the number of packets received is calculated from the
number of packets delivered at a specific speed. The node
velocity is not a constant; simulation mobility is fixed at
100 (bps). In the proposed ECSC method, the packet
delivery ratio is increased compared to the existing
method RTS, CREPG, and NPC:

Packet Delivery Ratio = Number of packet
received
Sent

� �
∗ speed:

ð12Þ

4.2.4. Connectivity ratio. Figure 6 shows the connectivity
ratio; the weak connectivity between the nodes in the rout-
ing path is removed by the spatial uniqueness node selec-
tion algorithm to monitor characteristics and split the
spatial uniqueness node from the network environment.
In the proposed ECSC method, the connectivity ratio is
improved compared to the existing method RTS, CREPG,
and NPC:

Connectivity ratio = weak
connection
overall

connection: ð13Þ

4.2.5. Energy. Figure 7 depicts energy usage and the total
amount of energy spent on communication, which is calcu-
lated from the energy consumption’s beginning level to its
conclusion. In comparison to the current methods RTS,
CREPG, and NPC, the proposed ECSC technique achieves a
shielded communication path to select higher spatial unique-
ness nodes from the sender to the destination node.

Energy Consumption = Initial Energy − Final Energy: ð14Þ

4.2.6. Packet loss. Figure 8 shows that the packet loss of partic-
ular communication in network is calculated by node loss
packet with weak connectivity to obtain efficient transmission;
the unwanted node characteristics are monitored and
removed by using spatial uniqueness node selection algorithm.
In the proposed ECSC method, packet loss is reduced com-
pared to the existing method RTS, CREPG, and NPC:

Figure 7: Graph for nodes vs. energy consumption.

Figure 4: Graph for mobility vs. network overhead. Figure 5: Graph for nodes vs. packet delivery ratio.

Figure 6: Graph for nodes vs. connectivity ratio.
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Packet loss = Number of packet
dropped
Sent

� �
∗ 100: ð15Þ

5. Conclusion

Sensor node communication is difficult because it broadcast
data packet in unshielded information from sender node to
destination node. The unwanted nodes are available in rout-
ing that wrongly transmits the unshielded data packets and
misuse, so packet delivery rate is reduced. Route path break-
age makes the packet drop in routing. So, proposed
enhanced centrum path allotment–based shielded commu-
nication (ECSC) technique is used to obtain shielded
communication; the packets are safely covered before trans-
mission initiated, and then it broadcasts the data packets in
continuous manner; spatial uniqueness node selection algo-
rithm is construct; it selects the node which has high spatial
uniqueness capacity, and then it improves packet delivery
ratio and minimizes packet drop rate.

Future improvements will include non-uniqueness and
data optimization approaches for safe data. Node obtains
steady communication and also does various parameter
analyses.
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